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This report was written for the purpose of monitoring violations
conducted by the Israeli occupation forces against Palestinians'
households and facilities, including demolitions, evictions, confiscations,
and notices of such diverse activities in the future. The report was
prepared in accordance with ground observations collected by staff
members and researchers of the Human Rights & Democracy Media
Center "SHAMS" throughout the period 1/1/2021-31/1/2021 and is the
outcome of relevant monitoring efforts carried out by SHAMS within the
geographical scope defined as the West Bank and which includes
Eastern Jerusalem.

-The General January Survey
Throughout January of 2021, "SHAMS " Center has monitored the targeting
of (160) facilities owned by Palestinians by the Israeli occupation forces,
either in the form of demolition, confiscation, eviction, or distribution of
notices that foreshadow similar practices in the future.
The most prominent violations came in the form of demolitions, which
targeted (60) facilities. Out of those, the owners of 3 facilities were forced to
demolish them on their own as they were threatened with fines and jail-time.
Furthermore, the occupation forces confiscated and seized 6 facilities
throughout the governorates of Jerusalem, Hebron, and Tulkarem. Near the
entrance of the village of Nabi Samwil in the Jerusalem governorate, the
occupation forces confiscated two tents, mobile medical equipment and
camping gear owned by the citizens Anas Ubaid and Majid Isa Barakat, who
were in the midst of the construction of a park for their fellow citizens. Near
the Apartheid Wall and in an area adjacent to the village of Zeita in the
Tulkarem governorate, the occupation forces confiscated a trailer park used
as a store and owned by the citizen Mahmoud Taiseer Abu Al-Iz. In the village
of Rakeez, located to the south-east of the town of Yatta in the Hebron
governorate, the occupation forces confiscated a tin health unit owned by
the citizen Muhammad Abu-'ram.
Regarding demolition notices, the occupation forces notified (94) facilities
of future demolitions, confiscation, or forced evictions. The majority of those
facilities were housing units, in addition to others that were commercial,
agricultural, cattle barns, and water wells.
In addition, the occupation's Magistrates' Court of Jerusalem has handed
Nitham Abu Rmouz an order to evict his home in the Batn Al-Hawa
neighborhood in the town of Silwan, south of Al-Aqsa mosque, to make way
for the arrival of settlers in his place on the grounds that the land upon which
the house is built belongs to a group of Yemenite Jews. The occupation forces
also issued a decision to demolish the home of the prisoner Muhammad
Qabaha, a 2-storey building, in the town of Tura to the south-west of Jenin
and within the occupied West Bank on the grounds of his conviction of the
murder of a female settler.
The occupation forces have also handed eviction notices to 5 Bedouin
families (from Al-Hathallin and Al-Muhammadin clans) in a Bedouin cluster
near the Khushm Al-daraj region to the east of Yatta. The families are thereby
forced to leave the area, remove their tents, and displace their cattle to make
way for the conduction of military training in the area.

- Distribution of facilities based on their type
The targeted facilities, whether by demolition, confiscation, eviction, or
notices of future practices, are distributed as follows:
Table (1): Targeted facilities based on their types:
Type of facility
Households
Tin housing units
Tent housing units
Trailer Parks
Water wells
Retaining Walls
Commercial Facilities
Barns
and
farmhouses/cattle
barracks
Agricultural rooms
Greenhouses
Religious facility
Medical facility
Agricultural canopies
Building’s foundational ground
Vegetable vendor’s cart
A building affiliated with a local
village council
A school
sewage units, facilities, and rooms
Stables and horse farms
Gas Station

Number
32
32
20
5
1
5
34
12
4
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

- The distribution of facilities targeted with demolition based on their
location with respect to the governorates.
When it comes to the geographical distribution of the demolitions in
accordance with the regional indicator, the majority of the targets were in
the Jerusalem governorate, where 25 facilities have been demolished. The
Jenin governorate, where 11 facilities have been demolished, came in second
place, followed by the Tubas governorate, were 8 facilities have been
demolished. The facilities referenced here include any of the types

mentioned in table 1, and SHAMS Center has monitored demolitions with
respect to the governorates in which they have occurred as follows:
Table (2): The distribution of facilities targeted with demolition based
on their location with respect to the governorates:
Governorate
Jerusalem
Jenin
Tubas
Bethlehem
Jericho and the Jordan Valley
Ramallah
Salfeet
Hebron
Nablus

Number of demolished facilities
25
11
8
7
5
1
1
1
1

- Distribution of facilities targeted with notices based on their location
with respect to the governorates.
Regarding notices that notify residents of demolitions, confiscations,
evictions, orders to suspend construction activities and other practices that
deprive Palestinians of their right to build and invest in their facilities, (94)
cases have been recorded in different areas. These notices point to the future
concentration of the Israeli violations against Palestinians. The governorates
of Nablus and Tubas came on top of the list as the following table shows:
Table (3): Distribution of facilities targeted with notices based on their
location with respect to the governorates
Governorate
Nablus
Tubas
Hebron
Jenin
Qalqilia
Bethlehem
Jerusalem

Number of notified facilities
26
23
21
15
5
3
1

- Targeted Population
Since the violations against Palestinian facilities do not take place in isolation
of the population, the third indicator pertained to the targeted residents. The
number of targeted residents throughout January was at least (74),
including a high number of children (37) and a few women, the suffering of
whom which is amplified within the context of such violations
- Arguments employed for the violations
Surveying the arguments employed by "Israel," the occupying power, in an
attempt to legitimize its crimes, we find that the number of facilities that
were demolished under the pretext of unauthorized construction in areas C
amounted to (55) (out 0f 60 facilities that were demolished overall). (5)
other facilities were targeted under the pretext of their location within an
area is to be allocated for Israeli military training.
Regarding the notices, the majority of the arguments used pertained to
unauthorized construction in areas C. Other arguments were used as well.
For example, the occupation forces have ordered the citizen Ali Saleem
Mousa, a resident of Al-Khadr town to the south of Bethlehem, to suspend
his construction activity in the Jabal Abu Soada area on the grounds that it is
an archeological site. In another case, Nitham Abu Rmouz was ordered by
The occupation’s Magistrates' Court of Jerusalem to evict his home in the
Batn Al-Hawa neighborhood in the town of Silwan, south of Al-Aqsa mosque,
in order to replace him with settlers on the grounds that the land upon which
the house is built belongs to a group of Yemenite Jews. In the town of Tura
to the south-east of Jenin and within the occupied West Bank, the occupation
army has issued an order to demolish the 2-floor home of the prisoner
Muhammad Qabaha on the grounds of his conviction of killing a female
settler, an order that is characterized by the policy of collective punishment
to curb acts of resistance against the occupation. Near the Khushm Al-daraj
region to the east of Yatta, the occupation forces handed eviction notices to
5 Bedouin families from Al-Hathallin and Al-Muhammadin clans and ordered
them to leave the area, remove their tents, and displace their cattle to make
way for the conduction of military training in the area. As for confiscation,
the occupation forces have confiscated 6 facilities across the provinces of
Jerusalem, Hebron and Tulkarem, all under the pretext of unauthorized
construction in areas C.

- Self-demolition
Self-demolition represents a particular type of systemic and concentrated
subjugation. Palestinian residents of Jerusalem are forced to demolish their
own homes and facilities under the threat of hefty fines. If they refuse to do
so, they are over-charged with the demolition expenses of their own
facilities. This practice noticeably displays the alignment of all the
components of the racist Israeli establishment: courts, local bodies, police
and army forces. It also is a crime the victims of which are forced into
committing against themselves.
Throughout January, the number of facilities whose owners were forced to
self-demolish amounted to 3, all of which are located in Jerusalem: two
homes, and building’s foundational ground (under construction). In Beit
Hanina, the occupation forces coerced the resident Fawwaz Abu Hammad
under the pretext of unauthorized construction into demolishing his own
home, where his 7-member family resides, after he had been notified
beforehand that if he were to refuse, the occupation forces would carry out
the demolition and he would face extremely hefty fines as a result
In the Ras Al-Amud neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem, the occupation
authorities forced the resident Hatem Shaheen Al-Salaymeh to demolish a
portion of his home on the grounds of unauthorized construction. AlSalaymeh, who lives in the house with his wife and 3 children, the oldest and
youngest of whom are 11 and 4 years old respectively, had been notified
prior that he would face hefty legal fines if the demolition process were to be
carried out by the occupation authorities.
in the Jabal Mukaber neighborhood of Jerusalem, the occupation authorities
forced the resident Amjad Ja'abees to self-demolish a building's foundational
ground (under construction) and remove a barbed fence he had erected
around his property on the grounds that they are an unauthorized
construction. He had also been notified earlier that he would face hefty fines
if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation forces.
/1/2021

- Appendix: a detailed table of the violations targeting Palestinians' facilities
throughout January of 2021
#
1.

2.

3.

Description of the violation
the occupation forces handed eviction notices to 5 Beduin
families from Al-hathallin and Al-Muhammadin clans and
ordered them to leave the area, remove their tents, and
displace their cattle to make way for the conduction of
military training in the area
The occupation forces demolished an agricultural room in

Date
31/1/2021

The location of the

The party whose right

violation

has been violated

Khushm Al-daraj region to

Al Hathallin and AlMuhammadinas Bediun
Clans

the east of Yatta, Hebron
Province
Khallet al-Nahlah near

Citizen Naim Muhammad

the area of Khallat Al-Nahlah near Wadi Rahal village, owned

Wadi Rahal village -

Mustafa Radi

by: Na`im Muhammad Mustafa Radi

Bethlehem Governorate

In the Red Valley area near Fasayil village, the occupation

28/1/2021

28/1/2021

Red Valley area - Jericho

Citizens: Ibrahim Abu

forces demolished 2 houses, in addition to 3 barracks owned

and Al Aghwar

Arouj and Ismail Sawarka

by citizens: Ibrahim Abu Arouj and Ismail Sawarka, under

Governorate

the pretext of their proximity to a military training area
4.

The occupation forces confiscated, near the apartheid wall in

28/1/2021

an area adjacent to the town of Zita, a trailer park used as a
grocery store owned by the citizen: Mahmoud Tayseer Abu
al-Ezz

8

Zita town - Tulkarm

Citizen Mahmoud Tayseer

Governorate

Abu al-Ezz

5.

In Abu Falah Al-Badawi community and Bir Al-Maskoub in

27/1/2021

Abu Falah Community -

the Al-Khan Al-Ahmar area, the occupation forces

Khan Al-Ahmar -

demolished 2 barracks used for raising livestock, and

Jerusalem Governorate

confiscated their equipment.
6.

In the Umm Al-Rayyan area in the wilderness of the town of

27/1/2021

Umm Al-Rayyan area - Al-

Al-Sawahra, the occupation forces demolished a house

Sawahira town -

owned by the citizen: Ismail Musa Sarai`ah, in addition to (a

Bethlehem Governorate

Citizen Ismail Musa Sarai'a

container) used to raise sheep
7.

The occupation forces demolished a mosque (under

27/1/2021

construction) in Umm Qisa area in al-Zuwaidin and al-

Umm Qisa area - Hebron

-

governorate

Basitah, which is affiliated with al-Kaabneh Village Council,
and Umm al-Daraj, east of Yatta town, on the pretext of not
being licensed
8.

The occupation forces confiscated a health unit made of tin,

27/1/2021

owned by the citizen: in al-Rukayz village, southeast of Yatta
9.

In Hammamat Al-Maleh area in the northern Jordan Valley,

26/1/2021

the occupation forces demolished a tent used for housing, in
addition to a shed for raising sheep owned by the citizen:
Burhan Ali Zamil Daraghmeh, and seized it

9

Al-Rukayz Village - Hebron Citizen Muhammad Abu
Governorate

Aram

Hammamat Al Maleh area

Citizen Burhan Ali Zamil

- Tubas Governorate

Daraghmeh

10. In the Burj area in the northern Jordan Valley, the occupation

26/1/2021

forces demolished 2 (barracks) used for housing, in addition

Al-Burj area - Tubas

Citizen Mustafa Khalil

Governorate

Warad and his brother

to 4 (barracks) used as pens for raising livestock owned by

Radwan

two citizens: Mustafa Khalil Warad and his brother Radwan
11. A force of the occupation army stormed Khirbet al-Maita

25/1/2021

area in the northern Jordan Valley, and delivered notices to

Khirbet al-Maita - Tubas

Citizen Khaled Ali Salama

Governorate

al-Faqeer and other

stop work on building 20 housing facilities for citizens, under

citizens of the village

the pretext of lack of permission, and the occupation forces
stormed Khirbet al-Maita yesterday, and informed citizen
Khaled Ali Salameh Al- Faqeer to stop construction in a
facility he owned, in addition to photographing all Citizen
housing in it
12. The occupation forces stormed the area of Al-Khan in Al-

25/1/2021

Al-Khan area in the village

Laban in Nablus for the second time within several days, and

of Laban - Nablus

demolished agricultural walls and barbed wire for the

Governorate

cultivation of agricultural vegetables owned by Samih AlAraj. The head of Al-Laban Village Council, Yaqoub Owais,
said that the Israeli forces surrounded Al-Khan area since the
morning hours, and a bulldozer belonging to them began
demolishing gates, windows for the second time in a row,
after they had been repaired. The barbed wire surrounding
the area was destroyed.
10

Al-Khan area

13. In the village of Al-Walaja, the occupation forces demolished

25/1/2021

a two-story house (under construction) owned by:

Al Walaja village -

Citizen Abdul Latif Jayyous

Bethlehem Governorate

Muhammad Abd al-Latif al-Jayyusi, under the pretext of not
being licensed
14. The occupation forces forced the people of Al-Jib village to

25/1/2021

remove the (Caravan) mosque that had been placed on the

Al-Jib Village - Ramallah
Governorate

road leading to the Al-Jib checkpoint
15. In Anata town, the occupation forces demolished 5

25/1/2021

structures and walls owned by citizens: Walid Aref al-Ajaleen

Anata town - Jerusalem

Citizens: Walid Aref Al-

governorate

Ajaleen, Alaa Abu Shams,

(demolishing a wall), Alaa Abu Shams (demolishing a wall),

Abd al-Baqi Helwa,

Abd al-Baqi Helwa (demolishing a barrack), Muhammad

Muhammad Ibrahim

Ibrahim Hilweh (demolishing a Barrack), and Amin Jaafara (a

Helwa, and Amin Jaafara

Petrol station)
16. In Marj Al-Anati area in the town of Anata, the occupation

25/1/2021

forces demolished a horse-breeding farm owned by the

Anata town - Jerusalem

Citizen Samer Al-Natsheh

governorate

citizen: Samer Al-Natsheh (the land is leased from the
citizen: Abdul Qadir Hassan Helwa), which is located near the
"Antout" camp near the town.
17. In the village of Nabi Elias, east of Qalqilya, the occupation

25/1/2021

forces delivered three notices to stop building their homes,

The village of Nabi Elias Qalqilya Governorate

and those forces also handed over a notice to demolish
"vegetables stall".
11

-

18. The Israeli occupation authorities notified the demolition of

25/1/2021

the Zanuta village council, east of the town of Dhahriya,

Zanuta village - Hebron

The village council and the

governorate

village health clinic and

south of Hebron, and of its health clinic, and informed 12

citizens of the families of

citizens of Al-Battat, Samamreh and Al-Tel families to

Al- Battat, Samamreh and

remove their tents in which they lived with their families.

Al-Tel

19. In the northern town of Asira, north of Nablus, the Israeli

25/1/2021

The northern town of

Citizens Muhammad Shuli,

occupation forces notified the demolition of a seven-story

Asira - Nablus

Nabil and Badr

apartment building belonging to Muhammad Shuli. 9 families

Governorate

Hammadneh, Saeed Salim

of 30 citizens, including 19 children, live in the building, in

Yassin, Muhammad

addition to demolishing homes belonging to Nabil

Mahmoud Naji, and

Hammadneh, inhabited by six individuals, including four

Hussein Saeed

children, and Badr Hammadena, inhabited by two families of

Hammadneh

five. In addition to the house of the citizen Saeed Salim
Muhammad Yassin, inhabited by a family of 6, including
three children. Lastly, the house of the citizen Muhammad
Mahmoud Sa`id Naji, inhabited by two families of 10
members, including 4 children.
The residential building and the houses are located in the
area classified "C", except that they are within the structural
plan of the town, and they have a license from the
municipality, and there are five shops on the first floor of the
building.
12

20. In the village of Sarra in Nablus, the occupation forces

24/1/2020

notified the demolition of a house under the pretext of lack of

The village of Sarra -

Citizen Mustafa Sidqi

Nablus governorate

Awad Turabi

Al-Khader town -

Citizen Ibrahim Suleiman

Bethlehem Governorate

Salah

Yerza village - Tubas

The two brothers, Rami

governorate

and Hafez Naim Masaeed

Madama village - Nablus

Citizens: Muhammad Nidal

governorate

Dawabsheh, Amin Rashid

a permit, owned by a citizen: Mustafa Sidqi Awad Turabi
21. In the town of Al-Khader, south of Bethlehem, the occupation

24/1/2020

forces have notified the demolition of an agricultural room
and water tank belonging to Ibrahim Suleiman Salah on the
pretext of not being licensed
22. In the village of Yerza in the northern Jordan Valley in Tubas,

24/1/2020

the occupation forces informed the two brothers Rami and
Hafez Na`im Masaid to remove and demolish their mobile
homes within 96 hours
23. A force of the occupation army stormed the village of

18/1/2021

Madama, and delivered notices to demolish 8 houses and (a
barrack), under the pretext of lack of permission, owned by

Dawabsheh, Muhammad

citizens: Muhammad Nidal Dawabsha (house under

Yusef Dawabsha, Abu

construction), Amin Rashid Dawabsha (house), Muhammad

Jibril, Radwan al-Sidawi,

Yusef Dawabsha (house), Abu Jibril (House), Radwan Al-

Musa Shehdeh, Sidqi

Sidawi (house), Musa Shehdeh (house under construction),

Abdullah Dawabsha,

Sidqi Abdullah Dawabsheh (house), Mansour Khalil

Mansour Khalil

Dawabsheh (house), Muhammad Fathy Dawabsha (barrack).

Dawabsheh, and
Muhammad Fathi
Dawabsha.
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24. In the village of Anin, west of Jenin, the Israeli occupation

17/1/2021

forces demolished 11 commercial stalls in Al- Dahher area

Anin village - Jenin

Siblings Radi, Mahmoud,

governorate

and Muhammad Yahya

near the Anin boys’ school, close to the Apartheid Wall,

Khadour, and brothers

owned by: brothers Radi, Mahmoud, and Muhammad Yahya

Ossaid, Yazid, Walid

Khadour, and the brothers Ossaid, Yazid, Walid Yusef Issa,

Youssef Issa, Ismail Khalil

and Ismail Khalil Yassin and Asim Dawwas Issa, and the two

Yassin, and Asim Dawas

brothers Hakam and Ashraf Hussein Yassin, and Muhammad

Issa, and siblings Hakam,

Nader Issa.

Ashraf Hussein Yassin, and
Muhammad Nader Issa.

25. The Israeli occupation forces notified the Bedouin

17/1/2021

Umm al-Daraj community

community of Umm al-Daraj, east of Yatta, of demolishing a

- Yatta town - Hebron

primary school and a mosque under construction under the

governorate

-

pretext of not being licensed
26. The Civil Administration of the Occupation notified Mohsen

15/1/2021

Hardan Shreim (57 years) to remove an agricultural pergola

The city of Qalqilya -

Citizen Mohsen Hardan

Qalqilya Governorate

Shreim

Tura village - Jenin

The prisoner Muhammad

governorate

Marwah Gabaha

that he had established on his land near the eastern entrance
to the city of Qalqilya, under the pretext of not being
licensed.
27. On Thursday, the Israeli occupation forces notified the family

14/1/2021

of the prisoner, Muhammad Marwah Gabaha, to demolish his
house in the village of Tura, southwest of Jenin, during the
coming week, as the family was informed of the military
14

court’s decision to demolish the two-storey house,
measuring 180 square meters, and it houses 4 children and
their mother
28. The occupation authorities in the town of Beit Hanina forced

14/1/2021

the citizen: Fawaz Abu Hammad to personally demolish his

The town of Beit Hanina -

Citizen Fawaz Abu

Jerusalem Governorate

Hammad

Tuqu 'town - Bethlehem

Citizen Salim Hamdan

Governorate

Suleiman

Anata town - Jerusalem

Citizen Nazal Muhammad

governorate

Ali

Khirbet al-Ras al-Ahmar -

Citizen Saeed Zaidan Zahir

house, in which 7 people live, after notifying him earlier, in
order to avoid paying heavy fines in the event that the
occupation authorities carry out the demolition, under the
pretext of not having a permit
29. The Israeli occupation forces dismantled an agricultural

12/1/2021

plastic house of an area about 150 square meters, and
confiscated it. The house belongs to Salim Hamdan Suleiman,
in the town of Tuqu 'in Bethlehem, under the pretext that it
was in Area C, despite having a license in it in accordance
with the rules.
30. In the town of Anata in the Jerusalem governorate, the

11/1/2021

occupation forces demolished a wall in the vicinity of a plot
of land (waqf) near the entrance to the town owned by:
Nazzal Muhammad Ali - resident of the Shuafat camp
adjacent to the town, under the pretext of not being licensed
31. In Khirbet al-Ras al-Ahmar in the northern Jordan Valley,

10/1/2021

east of Tubas, the Israeli occupation forces handed Saeed

Tubas Governorate
15

Zaidan Zahir a notice to demolish his house under
construction, under the pretext of illegal construction in Area
C
32. The occupation authorities in the Ras al-Amud neighborhood

8/1/2021

Ras al-Amoud

Citizen Hatem Shaheen As-

in Jerusalem city forced the citizen: Hatem Shaheen al-

neighborhood - Jerusalem

Salaimeh

Salaymeh, to demolish part of his house, after notifying him

governorate

earlier, in order to avoid paying heavy fines in the event that
the occupation authorities carry out the demolition, under
the pretext of not being licensed, and he lives in it with his
wife and his three children, the eldest is 11 years old, and the
youngest is 4 years old
33. Near Beit Iksa village, northwest of occupied Jerusalem, the

7/1/2021

occupation forces demolished 8 homes (Caravans) belonging

Beit Iksa village -

Citizen Abu Dahuk and

Jerusalem governorate

other citizens of the same

to the Bedouin Dawahik family, including one (consisting of 3

family

mobile homes - caravans) owned by the citizen: Khalil Abu
Dahuk, under the pretext of not being licensed
34. The Israeli occupation army decided to demolish the two-

6/1/2021

story house of prisoner Muhammad Qabha in the village of
Tura, southwest of Jenin, in the occupied West Bank, under
the pretext of killing a settler two weeks ago.
The occupation army stated that it handed the family a
demolition notice. Last week, the Israeli occupation forces
16

Tura village - Jenin

The prisoner Muhammad

governorate

Marwah Gabaha

stormed the village of Tura, raided several homes, including
the house of the prisoner Muhammad Marawah Qabha (36
years), and took new measurements of his house in
preperation to demolish it.
35. The occupation forces confiscated two tents, mobile health

5/1/2021

The village of An-Nabi

Citizens Anas Obaid and

facilities, and picnic equipment near the entrance to the

Samwil - Jerusalem

Majid Issa Barakat

village of An-Nabi Samwil owned by the citizens: Anas Obaid

Governorate

and Majid Issa Barakat, as they were working to establish a
park for the citizens.
36. The Israeli occupation forces threatened to demolish and

5/1/2021

burn 13 commercial "stalls" in the village of Anin, west of

Anin village - Jenin

Citizen Radi Khadour and

governorate

other citizens

Al-Khader town -

Citizen Ibrahim Ahmed

Bethlehem Governorate

Ghoneim

Anata town - Jerusalem

Citizens Muhammad Ahmad

governorate

Ibrahim, Muhammad Helwa,

Jenin.One of its owners is Radi Khadour, knowing that it is
located near the boys' school, and it is part of the village
plan.
37. The Israeli occupation forces demolished an agricultural

5/1/2021

room in the lands of the town of Al-Khader, south of
Bethlehem, belonging to Ibrahim Ahmed Ghoneim, under the
pretext of not being licensed
38. In the town of Anata, the occupation forces demolished 4

4/1/2021

commercial buildings and retaining walls, under the pretext
of lack of permission, the owners are: Muhammad Ahmad

and Muhammad Subhi al-

Ibrahim, Muhammad Helwa, and Muhammad Subhi al-Bayaa

Bayaa
17

39. In Al-Bireh area of the town of Al-Khader, near the

4/1/2021

Al-Khader town -

Citizen Salah El-Din

Bethlehem Governorate

Ahmed Mustafa Salah

Batn al-Hawa

Citizen Nitham Abu

Abu Ramouz a decision to evacuate his house in Batn Al-

neighborhood - Silwan -

Ramouz

Hawa neighborhood in the town of Silwan, south of the Al-

Jerusalem governorate

settlement of "Efrat", located south of Bethlehem, the
occupation forces demolished an agricultural room in the
land of the citizen: Salah El-Din Ahmed Mustafa Salah, under
the pretext of not being licensed, and because it is located in
area (C)
40. The Jerusalem Occupation Magistrate's Court handed Nizam

4/1/2021

Aqsa Mosque, in favor of the settlers, on the pretext that the
land of the house belongs to a group of Yemenite Jews.
41. This morning, the occupation forces notified Ali Salim Musa,

3/1/2021

from the town of Al-Khader, south of Bethlehem, to stop

Al-Khader town -

Citizen Ali Salim Musa

Bethlehem Governorate

construction in the Jabal Abu Souda area, claiming that it is
an archaeological area
42. In Bidya town in Salfit governorate, the occupation forces

2/1/2021

demolished a house owned by: Salim Salameh, under the

Bidya town - Salfit

Citizen Saleem Salama

governorate

pretext that it was not licensed, and that it was located in the
area classified (C) under Israeli control
43. In Jabal al-Mukaber neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem,

2/1/2021

Jabal Al Mukaber

the occupation authorities forced the citizen: Amjad Jaabis to

neighborhood - Jerusalem

personally demolish the floor of a building (under

governorate
18

Citizen Amjad Jaabees

construction), and also remove the barbed wire fence
surrounding his land, after notifying him earlier, in order to
avoid paying heavy fines in the event that the occupation
authorities carry out the demolition, under the pretext of not
being licensed
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